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Combining Multi-Task Learning and Multi-Channel Variational Auto-Encoders to Exploit
Datasets with Missing Observations - Application to Multi-Modal Neuroimaging Studies

in Dementia

Luigi Antelmi1,∗, Nicholas Ayache1, Philippe Robert2,3, Federica Ribaldi4,5,6,7, Valentina Garibotto8,9, Giovanni B. Frisoni6,7,
Marco Lorenzi1, for the Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative∗∗

Abstract

The joint modeling of neuroimaging data across multiple datasets requires to consistently analyze high-dimensional and hetero-
geneous information in presence of often non-overlapping sets of views across data samples (e.g. imaging data, clinical scores,
biological measurements). This analysis is associated with the problem of missing information across datasets, which can take
place in two forms: missing at random (MAR), when the absence of a view is unpredictable and does not depend on the dataset
(e.g. due to data corruption); missing not at random (MNAR), when a specific view is absent by design for a specific dataset. In
order to take advantage of the increased variability and sample size when pooling together observations from many cohorts, and
at the same time cope with the ubiquitous problem of missing information, we propose here a multi-task generative latent-variable
model where the common variability across datasets stems from the estimation of a shared latent representation across views. Our
formulation allows to retrieve a consistent latent representation common to all views and datasets, even in the presence of missing
information. Simulations on synthetic data show that our method is able to identify a common latent representation of multi-view
datasets, even when the compatibility across datasets is minimal. When jointly analyzing multi-modal neuroimaging and clinical
data from real independent dementia studies, our model is able to mitigate the absence of modalities without having to discard any
available information. Moreover, the common latent representation inferred with our model can be used to define robust classifiers
gathering the combined information across different datasets. To conclude, both on synthetic and real data experiments, our model
compared favorably to state of the art benchmark methods, providing a more powerful exploitation of multi-modal observations
with missing views. Code is publicly available at https://gitlab.inria.fr/epione_ML/mcvae.

1. Introduction

Because of the inherent complexity of biomedical data and
diseases, researchers are required to integrate data across differ-
ent studies to increase the sample size and obtain better models
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(Le Sueur et al., 2020). When developing integrative models,
researchers have to face with multiple concurrent challenges,
such as the ones related to datasets interoperability (Tognin
et al., 2020), data heterogeneity (Buch and Liston, 2020), and
data missingness (Golriz Khatami et al., 2020). Emblematic
is the case of integrative modeling when datasets come from
multi-centric studies in cognitive and neurological disorders,
such as in Alzheimer’s Disease (AD). Here the datasets in-
teroperability is hampered by the existence of different proto-
cols between studies. Because of this, methods whose mod-
eling task are specifically designed on one dataset cannot be
directly applied to another one. Furthermore, at the level of
each single dataset, researchers face the challenge of model-
ing heterogeneous data, such as multiple imaging modalities,
clinical scores and biological measurements. Each of these
sources of information represents an important and indepen-
dent “view” on the disease or phenomena under investigation.
Efforts to model multi-view data are increasing in the recent
biomedical literature (Vieira et al., 2020; Venugopalan et al.,
2021), where the objective ranges from predicting clinical out-
comes (Chen et al., 2019; Abi Nader et al., 2020; Tabarestani
et al., 2020) to synthesizing new modalities (Wei et al., 2019,
2020; Zhou et al., 2020). The key concept of a shared infor-
mation space between views is widespread in the literature for
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the joint model of multi-view data. This is the case for well
established multivariate linear methods such as Canonical Cor-
relation Analysis (CCA), Partial Least Squares (PLS), Indepen-
dent Component Analysis (ICA), which are some of the most
popular methods for multivariate analyses on imaging data, as
documented in a multitude of works from the state of the art
(see Liu and Calhoun (2014) for a general review). While these
studies essentially focus on the general problem of multivari-
ate association modeling, multi-view methods specifically tai-
lored to medical imaging tasks, such as image registration and
segmentation have been proposed in parallel. For example, in
Qin et al. (2019) the authors propose a registration method for
aligning intra-subject multi-view images. Although limited to
a two images registration setting, in this work views are pro-
jected into a common latent space. The proposed registration
approach is then built on the latent code and on an image-to-
image translation approach. Chartsias et al. (2021) propose
a segmentation method based on the learning of information
presented jointly in complementary imaging views. From the
different inputs views, anatomical factors are encoded into a
common latent space and fused to extract more accurate seg-
mentation masks. In Yang et al. (2020) a cross-modality seg-
mentation pipeline is built around a similar concept. In all the
works cited so far, the problem of missing data, specifically of
missing views during training of multi-view methods, is gen-
erally not addressed nor considered. Still, this is a very com-
mon problem when joint modeling multiple datasets, especially
in neuroimaging research. At the level of the single dataset,
views can be missing at random (MAR) for some subjects. Typ-
ically, as fitting multi-view models requires to establish corre-
spondences between views, observations with at least one miss-
ing view are generally discarded, yielding to potentially severe
loss of available information. To mitigate this problem, impu-
tation methods can be applied to infer missing views, by mod-
eling the relationship across views from complete observations.
The loss of information is exacerbated when considering mul-
tiple datasets altogether. Indeed, according to the cohort study
design, there may be views which are specifically absent for
a given dataset, hence missing not at random (MNAR). This
potential mismatch across datasets hampers their interoperabil-
ity, and prevents the gathering of all the available observations
into a single, robust and generalizable joint model accounting
for the global data variability. This challenge is typically ad-
dressed in machine learning by the field of Multi Task Learn-
ing (MTL). To address this issue, MTL aims at improving the
model interoperative capabilities by exploiting the information
extracted from multiple datasets. In MTL each task is usually
associated to the modeling of a specific dataset and its views
only, when the main idea consists is sharing across datasets
the parameters learned through each modeling task (Caruana,
1998; Dorado-Moreno et al., 2020). As an example of MTL, in
model-agnostic meta-learning (MAML) (Finn et al., 2017) the
training of a model on a variety of learning tasks enforces the
generalization on new datasets after few fine tuning iterations.
In the context of data assimilation, MTL is usually achieved
with specific output layers for every task, and by including a
shared latent representation for all of them (Dorado-Moreno

et al., 2020). This modeling rationale is at the basis of re-
cent MTL based approaches to heterogeneous data assimilation
(Wu and Goodman, 2018; Shi et al., 2019), especially in med-
ical imaging approaches. For example, in Zhou et al. (2019),
the authors propose a staged deep learning framework for de-
mentia diagnosis classification, able to jointly exploit multi-
view data (MRI, PET, and genetic data in this case). Their
approach, where at each stage the model learns feature repre-
sentations for different combinations of views, solves elegantly
the problem of missing data. Although inspiring for their use of
the maximum number of available data samples at each stage,
the combinatorial nature of their framework makes it in prac-
tice applicable only for datasets with very few available views.
For example, when considering 3 views, this approach requires
to learn 7 networks. With 4 views, the number of networks
that need to be trained, considering all the possible couples,
triplets and quadruplets of views amounts to 4845; while with
5 views it exceeds 1032. Moreover, this framework is currently
designed for classification tasks only, excluding the possibility
of modality-to-modality prediction. With the EmbraceNet of
Choi and Lee (2019) the problem of missing data is managed
by zero-filling the missing input views and by the application
of a specific dropout technique where multinomial samples are
used to assign partitions of the latent space to specific views. As
there are latent features that are randomly discarded even when
the correspondent view is not missing, this represents still a loss
of information. Similarly as for the previous work, the proposed
framework is currently applicable in classification tasks only.
Dropout is at the basis of the Denoising Autoencoder, as devel-
oped by Gondara and Wang (2018). Here an overcomplete deep
autoencoder maps input views to a higher dimensional space.
The initial dropout layer induces random corruption in the input
views, making the model robust to missing data. This frame-
work is currently applicable in feature prediction tasks only.

The common underlying assumption of these approaches
consists in the existence of a proper transformation into a com-
mon latent code for the solution of multiple tasks, whether
classification or feature prediction. Based on this general as-
sumption, the Multi-Channel Variational Autoencoder (MC-
VAE) (Antelmi et al., 2019) is a recent analysis method allow-
ing the identification of a common latent representation for dif-
ferent views belonging to a single dataset (Fig. 1). MCVAE ex-
tends currently available approaches to account for non-linear
transformations from the data to the latent space, while it can
be adapted to multiple tasks, including data reconstruction and
classification. In spite of the high modeling flexibility, the ex-
tension of this method to the analysis of multiple datasets is
currently challenging. Training the MCVAE in a multi-dataset
context is indeed possible with some limitations: 1) after hav-
ing discarded observations with missing views; 2) when at train
time all the observations are compatible in terms of available
views.

To overcome these limitations, in this work we investigate
an extension of MCVAE to simultaneously learn from multiple
datasets, even in the presence of non compatible views between
datasets, and missing views within datasets. While our formu-
lation naturally extends the original MCVAE approach, to the
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best of our knowledge no systematic investigation of this ap-
proach for the modeling of multi-view and multi-dataset neu-
roimaging data has been proposed so far. Our extension is
built upon the following steps: 1) defining tasks across datasets
based on the identification of data subsets presenting compati-
ble views, 2) stacking multiple instances of the MCVAE, where
each instance models a specific task, 3) sharing the models pa-
rameters of common views between modeling tasks. Thanks
to these actions, the framework here proposed allows to learn
a joint model for all the subjects without discarding any infor-
mation (Fig. 2). The common views between tasks act as a
bridge and enable the information to flow through all the other
views, while, in the training phase, tasks lacking a particular
view will simply not contribute to the learning of those view-
specific parameters. All the tasks will nevertheless benefit from
the parameters they didn’t contribute to learn, for the prediction
of their missing views. The proposed variational formulation
for computing approximate posterior distributions of the latent
variables allows fast and scalable training. Being dataset ag-
nostic, our method allows to integrate all the available data into
a joint model, gathering all the available information from mul-
tiple datasets at the same time.

The rest of this paper is structured as follow. In § 2 we
present the mathematical derivation of the classical MCVAE
model that will be used to derive the proposed framework. In
§ 3.1 we show an illustrative application for the joint model-
ing of MRI and PET images when some modalities are missing
in the training phase. In § 3.2, experiments on synthetic data
show that the prediction error of missing views is competitive
with respect to the one obtained with state of the art imputation
methods. In § 3.3, experiments on real data from independent
multi-modal neuroimaging datasets show that our model gener-
alizes better than dataset-specific models, in both the cases of
data reconstruction and diagnosis classification. Lastly we dis-
cuss our results and conclude our work with summary remarks.

2. Method

In this section we recall the theoretical framework of the
Multi-Channel Variational Autoencoder (MCVAE) developed
in our previous work (Antelmi et al., 2019), which we now ex-
tend to tackle the problem of missing data integration. In § 2.1
and § 2.2 we introduce our framework, the Multi-Task MCVAE
(MT-MCVAE), and derive the model in presence of missing
data. In § 2.3 we propose the new optimization scheme allow-
ing to account for observations with partially missing views. In
§ 2.4 we emphasize the differences between the MCVAE and
our current approach. In § 2.5 we briefly recall the main para-
metric functions adopted later in our experiments with missing
data. Code developed in Pytorch (Paszke et al., 2019) is pub-
licly available at https://gitlab.inria.fr/epione_ML/
mcvae.

2.1. Generative Model
Let D = {Dd}

D
d=1 be a collection of D independent datasets,

where each dataset Dd =
{
xd,n

}Nd
n=1 is composed by Nd indepen-

dent data-points (e.g., subjects in the case of medical imaging

datasets). Every dataset Dd is associated with a total number
of Vd available views (e.g., sets of clinical scores and imaging
derived phenotypes extracted from multiple imaging modali-
ties), and we assume that each data-point xd,n =

{
xd,n,v

}Vd,n

v=1 is
composed by Vd,n views, where Vd,n ≤ Vd. With the latest in-
equality we account for data-points with an arbitrary number of
missing views.

For each view xd,n,v we rely on the following generative latent
variable model:

zd,n ∼ p (z) ,
xd,n,v ∼ p

(
xd,n,v|zd,n, θv

)
, for v in 1 . . .Vd,n ≤ Vd,

(1)

where p (z) is a prior distribution for the latent variable zd,n

commonly shared by the Vd,n views, and where the likelihood
functions p

(
xd,n,v|zd,n, θv

)
belong to a family of distributions

parametrized by θv, which represents the view-specific gener-
ative parameters shared among all datasets.

2.2. Inference Model
The exact solution to the inference problem is given by the

posterior p
(
z|

{
xd,n,v, θv

}Vd,n

v=1

)
, that is not generally computable

analytically. Following Antelmi et al. (2019), we can neverthe-
less look for its approximation through Variational Inference
(Blei et al., 2017), applied in our specific context of missing
data.

The variational approximations q
(
z|xd,n,w,φw

)
, where φw rep-

resents the view-specific variational parameters shared among
all datasets, are such that:

ln p
(
xd,n,v|θv

)
≥ L

(xd,n)
v =

1
Vd,n

Vd,n∑
w=1

L
(xd,n)
w→v , (2)

where:

L
(xd,n)
w→v = Eqd,n,w(z)

[
ln p

(
xd,n,v|z, θv

)]
−DKL

(
qd,n,w(z)||p (z)

)
(3)

is the lower bound associated to the data-point xd,n when its
view v is predicted from its view w. In Fig. 1 we sketch the
model structure induced by Eq. (3). The complete derivation
of Eq. (2) is detailed in the Supplementary Material section of
this work.

2.3. Optimization
Assuming independent observations, the marginal log-

likelihood in the left hand side of Eq. (2) can be summed up
over all the datasets, data-points, and views. As a consequence,
inference on the model generative parameters θ = {θv} and vari-
ational parameters φ =

{
φw

}
can be achieved by solving the

maximization problem:

θ̂, φ̂ = arg max
θ,φ

∑
d,n,v

L
(xd,n)
v

= arg max
θ,φ

∑
d,n,v

1
Vd,n

Vd,n∑
w=1

L
(xd,n)
w→v .

(4)

We implemented Algorithm 1 to solve Eq. (4). The summation
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Figure 1: General variational framework for our multi-view and multi-dataset
model. Compatibly with the MCVAE formulation, for every pair of views w and
v there is a prediction path w → v composed by two learnable functions: the
encoding distribution q

(
z|xd,n,w,φw

)
and the decoding likelihood p

(
xd,n,v |z, θv

)
.

Parameters φw and θv are optimized through Eq. (4) to maximize the likelihood
of our generative model under the encoding distributions, and at the same time
minimize the Kullback-Leibler distance between every encoding distribution
and the prior p (z).

Algorithm 1 Multi-view model optimization.

Require:
Set the dimensionality of z.
Initialize the model parameters φ, θ.
Set the optimizer learning rate.

while φ, θ not converged do
Initialize the total cost:
L ← 0
for every dataset d ∈ D do

for every datapoint xd,n, n ∈ Nd do
for every view v ∈ Vd,n do

Accumulate the cost of predicting v from w:
Lv ← 0
for every view w ∈ Vd,n do
Lv ← Lv +L

(xd,n)
w→v . See Eq. (3).

end for
Accumulate the average Lv in the total cost:
L ← L + 1

Vd,n
Lv.

end for
end for

end for
θ,φ = Optim(φ, θ,∇φL,∇θL). Adam optimizer used to

maximize L.
end while

in Eq. (4) is done for every dataset d along all the available data-
points n and their specific views v. If missing, a particular view
v will be simply not accounted for that specific observation,
without having to discard all the other views that can still con-
tribute to optimize Eq. (4). We note that batching data-points
with common views can speed up the computation by reduc-
ing the number of second level for loop iterations in Algorithm
1. The presence of at least one common view among datasets
acts as a link across datasets and allows the information to flow
through all the datasets to the other views. In Fig. 2 the learning
scheme of our model in a simple case with four views and one
common view between batches.

2.4. Comparison with VAE and MCVAE
In Tab. 1 we show how the Multi-Task framework detailed in

Algorithm 1 extends the capabilities of the Multi-Channel VAE
(MCVAE, Antelmi et al. (2019)), which is itself a multi-view
extension of the VAE (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Rezende
et al., 2014). In our former work we proposed a multi-view
generative model trainable only with observation in the training
set have all the available views, limited to model one dataset at
a time (in the case of datasets with multiple views), after hav-
ing discarded incomplete observations in that dataset. We ad-
dress this limitation by allowing missing views in the training
set for some observations, thanks to the adapted optimization
scheme in Eq. (4). This aspect naturally extends the training
paradigm of MCVAE to the more challenging scenario of multi-
dataset analysis. As in the MCVAE, at test time, the trained

Table 1: The Multi-Task Multi-Channel VAE (MT-MCVAE) extends the MC-
VAE, which is itself an extension of the VAE.

Method Train with missing data Test with missing data # views modeled

VAE no no 1
MCVAE no yes > 1
MT-MCVAE yes yes > 1

MT-MCVAE model can estimate missing views x̂d,n,v from the
available ones through the formula:

x̂d,n,v =
1

Vd,n − 1

Vd,n∑
w=1,w,v

Eqd,n,w(z)
[
p
(
xd,n,v|z, θv

)]
, (5)

where the available views xd,n,w are encoded into the distribu-
tions qd,n,w, which are then used to predict the missing view
through its decoding distribution p

(
xd,n,v|z, θv

)
.

2.5. Parameterization
With the right choice of the functional form of q

(
z|xd,n,w,φw

)
,

p (z), and p
(
xd,n,v|z, θv

)
, the right hand side of Eq. (2) be-

comes amenable to computation and optimization, yielding to
the maximization of the left hand side, quantity also known as
the model evidence. Of course, the choice for the likelihood
function p

(
xd,n,v|z, θv

)
depends on the nature of the view xd,n,v.

For example it can be parametrized as a multivariate Gaus-
sian in the case of continuous data (i.e.,imaging derived phe-
notypes), as a Bernoulli likelihood for dichotomic data, and as
a Categorical likelihood for categorical data.
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Figure 2: Simple example of a Multi-Task Model learning scheme in the presence of missing not available (NA) views. Arrows represent learnable functions used
as network encoders and decoders, transforming respectively input views (e.g., clinical scores, imaging derived phenotypes, . . . ) from the observation space to the
representation space (circles) and from the representation space back to the observation space. The separability of the loss function L(xd,n)

v in Eq. (2) allows to group
together observations into homogeneous learning tasks. For every task, functions associated to missing views (dashed gray arrows) are locally not updated by the
learning algorithm. Globally, common latent representations (red circles) across pairs of tasks act as a link allowing the information to flow throughout the views.

2.5.1. Linear parameterization
In general, the prior distribution p (z) is the multivariate

Gaussian distributionN (0; I). The same family of distributions
is also commonly used for the variational and likelihood func-
tions, such that respectively:

q
(
z|xd,n,w,φw

)
= N

(
µ = V(µ)

w xd,n,w ; Σ = diag
(
V(σ)

w xd,n,w

))
,

(6)

p
(
xd,n,v|z, θv

)
= N

(
µ = G(µ)

v z ; Σ = diag
(
g(σ)

v

))
, (7)

where the moments µ and Σ are obtained from linear transfor-
mations of the conditioning variables. Here, θv = {G(µ)

v , g(σ)
v }

and φw = {V(µ)
w ,V(σ)

w } are the parameters to be optimized. A
non-linear parameterization can be used as well, for example in
the form of deep neural networks.

In Antelmi et al. (2019) we also introduced the following
alternative parameterization for the posterior distribution:

qd,n,w(z) = N
(
µ = V(µ)

w xd,n,w;Σ = diag
(√
α � µ2

))
, (8)

which is known as dropout posterior (Kingma et al., 2015). The
dropout parameter α has components αi = pi/1−pi linked to the
probability pi of dropping out the i-th latent variable component
(Wang and Manning, 2013). It has been shown that the associa-
tion of this dropout posterior with a log-uniform prior distribu-
tion p (z) leads to sparse and interpretable models (Molchanov
et al., 2017; Garbarino and Lorenzi, 2021).

Thanks to the flexibility of modern neural network
frameworks, it is straightforward to implement non linear
parametrizations µ = f(µ)(x) and Σ = f(σ)(x) for the mean and
covariance functions in the variational and likelihood distribu-
tions. Typically it is done by stacking linear or convolution
layers, interleaved with non-linear activation functions such as
sigmoid and hyperbolic tangent. This modeling is in general
highly task-dependent.

3. Experiments

3.1. Illustration on a simplified brain imaging dataset
In this section we describe a simple experiment where we use

MT-MCVAE to model the joint relationship between magnetic
resonance imaging (MRI) and fluorodeoxyglucose positron

emission tomography (FDG-PET) images when there are miss-
ing data at training time. The trained model will be then ap-
plied on test data to the cross-modality reconstruction prob-
lem (MRI to FDG-PET and vice versa). Data comes from the
‘Adni2’ 10 dataset (see details in § 3.3.1, Tab. 3), from which
we took the MRI and FDG-PET brain imaging modalities. In
what follows, each one of this two modalities corresponds to
a specific data view. For each subject (n = 424, with both
MRI and FDG-PET) we extracted 3 brain slices for each one
of the sagittal, coronal, and axial plane. The resulting 3816
slices were randomly allocated to a training and testing set with
respectively sizes of 3500 and 316 samples. We downsampled
the slices to dimension 28 × 28 (784 pixels). To simulate a
datasets with missing views, we controlled for the fraction of
observations with complete views ( f ) in the training set: this
procedure is depicted in Fig. 3 where we show an example of
training dataset created with f = 1/3. For our experiments we
took all the 3500 training images and we randomly removed
MRI and FDG-PET views to obtain different training sets for
which f ∈ {0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1}. In the case f = 0, from
each subjects we kept only its MRI or FDG-PET slices, rep-
resenting the limit case where no direct relationship between
views is observable. In the limit case f = 1, all MRI and
FDG-PET are paired, representing the ideal case of no missing
views, that is the working case of the MCVAE (Antelmi et al.,
2019). We adopted a deep architecture with 4 layers for both
encoders and decoders, having ReLU activation functions and
layer dimensions of 784−1024−1024−16 in the encoding and
16−1024−1024−784 in the decoding path, an architecture in-
spired from those used by Andrew et al. (2013) and Wang et al.
(2015) for a similar task on the MNIST dataset (LeCun et al.,
2010). We adopted a Gaussian likelihood for the decoders, with
independent diagonal covariance parameters, and we trained
our model with mini-batches of size 500 for 3000 epochs, af-
ter setting up the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001.
Training was repeated 5 times, by changing the initialization
random seed of the model parameters. In Tab. 2 we show
the Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Negative Log-Likelihood

10 adni.loni.usc.edu. The ADNI was launched in 2003 as a public-private
partnership, led by Principal Investigator Michael W. Weiner, MD. For up-to-
date information, see www.adni-info.org.
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Figure 3: Pictorial example of training an imaging dataset with two views: MRI
(left side, in gray scale) and FDG-PET (right side, in color scale). In this case
we have data from 30 independent observations: 10 with left-views only; 10
with right-views only; 10 with complete views. The fraction of observations
with complete views amounts to: f = 1/3.

Table 2: Mean squared error (MSE) and negative log-likelihood (NLL) - the
lower the better - measured as mean (st.dev) on the reconstructed brain images
of the test-set. The MRI were used to infer the FDG-PET slices in the same
subject, and vice versa. Results stratified by f , the fraction of observations
with no missing views in the training set. Notice the immediate drop in the
error metrics as soon as f increases.

f 0.00 0.25 0.50 0.75 1.00

MSE 40.72 (4.31) 1.77 (0.04) 1.63 (0.06) 1.54 (0.03) 1.51 (0.03)
NLL 96.44 (10.33) 0.53 (0.09) 0.16 (0.12) -0.07 (0.07) -2.63 (0.03)

(NLL) when predicting MRI from the FDG-PET slices and vice
versa in the testing set. We notice the immediate drop in the er-
ror metrics as soon as the parameter f increases, which means
that as the model is fed with an increasing proportion of multi-
view data points in the training set, its predictions on the testing
set become more precise.

3.2. Synthetic Experiments

In this section we describe our results on extensive synthetic
experiments performed with our model and different bench-
mark methods in two conditions: 1) missing at random views
for each dataset, and 2) datasets with systematically missing
views (missing not at random).

3.2.1. Data preparation
To simulate multi dataset observations, we sample the latent

variable zd,n from a multivariate Gaussian with zero-mean and
identity covariance matrix, and subsequently we transform each
sample with random linear mapping towards the observation
space to obtain xd,n,v. The detailed procedure is described in
Sup. Mat. . We then corrupt the observations with increasing
levels of noise and we finally remove views in the context of the
missing at random (MAR) and missing not at random (MNAR)
experiments.

In the MAR experiments views were randomly removed ac-
cording to a parameter 0 ≤ f ≤ 1, which controls the fraction of
data-points with complete views. In the limit case f = 1, each
data-point has all the views, representing the ideal case of no

missing views, that is the working case of the Multi-Channel
Variational Autoencoder (Antelmi et al., 2019). In the case
f = 0, each data-point has one and only one randomly assigned
view, representing the extreme case where no direct relation-
ship between views is observable. Here our multi-view model
collapses into a disjoint series of independent Variational Au-
toencoders (Kingma and Welling, 2014; Rezende et al., 2014).
In the general case, each data-point has probability f to have
all the views, and probability 1− f to have a randomly assigned
view out of the total available views. The general case rep-
resents the case where the relationship between views can be
established only through a fraction f of the total available data-
points.

In the MNAR experiments we removed specific views for
each simulated dataset, ensuring at the same time the absence
of at least one view for a datasets, and the presence of at least
one view in common between pairs of datasets. As an example,
in the case with three datasets and three views, the association
view-dataset can be expressed through the following associa-
tion matrix A:

A =

1 0 1
1 1 0
0 1 1

 , (9)

where A(v, d) = 1 indicates the presence of view v in dataset d.
For experimental purposes we limited our MNAR simulations
to cases that can be defined with square association matrices
having a dimensionality not greater than 5 × 5.

3.2.2. Model Fitting and Evaluation
In both MAR and MNAR experiments we fit the synthetic

scenarios with our model, where we choose a linear Gaus-
sian parametrization for variational and likelihood distributions,
made explicit respectively in Eq. (6) and Eq. (7), with a la-
tent dimension matched to the one used to generate the data.
We trained our model for 10000 epochs which ensured conver-
gence, after setting up the Adam optimizer with a learning rate
of 0.001. For each simulated scenario we predicted the missing
views according to Eq. (5) on testing hold-out datasets.

Results, cross-validated on 5 folds, are summarized with the
mean squared error (MSE) metric on testing hold-out datasets
for every simulated scenario. We applied the same evaluation
procedure for the benchmark methods.

3.2.3. Benchmark Methods
Among state of the art multivariate linear and non linear im-

putation methods, we selected the following benchmark ap-
proaches: 1) k-Nearest Neighbors (KNN) with k = {1, 5}; 2)
Denoising Autoencoder (DAE) (Gondara and Wang, 2018); 3)
Multivariate Imputation by Chained Equations (MICE) (van
Buuren and Groothuis-Oudshoorn, 2000).

For the KNN approach we used the KNNImputer method
as implemented in the Scikit-Learn library (Pedregosa et al.,
2011). Here each sample’s missing values are imputed using
the mean value from k nearest neighbors found in the training
set, according to their Euclidean distance.

The Denoising Autoencoder, initially developed by Vincent
et al. (2008), is based on an overcomplete deep autoencoder. It
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maps input data to a higher dimensional space which, in combi-
nation with an initial dropout layer inducing corruption, makes
the model robust to missing data. We used the same architec-
ture proposed by Gondara and Wang (2018), that is three hid-
den layers for encoder and decoder networks, Tanh activation
functions, hyperparameter Θ = 7, and dropout p = 0.5, as they
proved to provide consistently better results.

In MICE, as implemented in van Buuren and Groothuis-
Oudshoorn (2011), missing values are modeled as a multivari-
ate linear combination of the available features. This method-
ology is attractive if the multivariate distribution is a reason-
able description of the data, which in our case it is by construc-
tion. MICE specifies the multivariate imputation model on a
variable-by-variable basis by a set of conditional densities, one
for each incomplete variable. Starting from an initial imputa-
tion, MICE draws imputations by iterating over the conditional
densities.

3.2.4. Results
In the synthetic tests our model provides the best perfor-

mances overall, with a mean MSE improvement compared to
the best competing method of 17% in MAR cases and 71% in
MNAR cases (Fig. 4). We notice that DAE is not always better
than KNN (k = 5), especially in low SNR cases. We were able
to fit the MICE model only on MNAR cases with high SNR,
where it performed poorly (boxplot not shown), while in all the
other cases, including all MAR cases, the model did not con-
verge.

In Fig. 5 we show MAR experiments results stratified by
SNR and by the fraction f of data-points with complete views.
Here we notice how with already f = 0.25 we can significantly
reduce the prediction error on testing data-points compared to
the case f = 0, where no relationship between views can be
established. Moreover, reaching the ideal case of f = 1, that
is when there are no missing views in the dataset, does not
improve significantly the prediction performance of our model
compared to the case f = 0.25.

3.3. Experiments on Brain Imaging Data

In this section we describe our results on jointly modeling
real medical imaging datasets, independently acquired in the
context of dementia studies.

We executed three kinds of experiments: 1) benchmark eval-
uation of our model against the best competing methods from
the previous section; 2) multi-view feature prediction with our
model on all the available datasets in multiple training and test-
ing conditions. 3) diagnosis classification from multi-view het-
erogeneous data in different training and testing conditions.

3.3.1. Data Sources
Data used in the preparation of this section were obtained

from the following sources.

1. The Alzheimer’s Disease Neuroimaging Initiative
(ADNI), a database of brain imaging and related clinical
data of cognitively normal subjects, and on patients
presenting various degrees of cognitive decline.

DAE
KNN1
KNN5
ours

SNR

(a)

DAE
KNN1
KNN5
ours

SNR

(b)

Figure 4: Mean Squared Error (MSE) of imputation in synthetic held-out
datasets (5-folds cross-validation). Compared to the best competing methods
among k-Nearest Neighbor (k = {1, 5}) and Denoise Autoencoder (DAE), our
model comes out as the best performer, with a mean MSE improvement of 17%
in MAR cases (a) and 71% in MNAR cases (b). Stratification by signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) is shown.

2. MIRIAD dataset, a database of brain imaging and related
clinical data of cognitively normal subjects and patients
affected by Alzheimer’s disease (Malone et al., 2013).

3. OASIS-3 dataset, a database of brain imaging and related
clinical data of cognitively normal subjects and subjects
at various stages of cognitive decline (LaMontagne et al.,
2019).

4. A local cohort collected at the Geneva University Hospi-
tals, with brain imaging and related clinical data of patients
with various cognitive disorders.

Subjects enrollment, data collection, and data sharing were ap-
proved by the ethic committees associated to each study dataset
in accordance with the principles of the Declaration of Helsinki.

The available imaging modalities comes from the following
acquisitions:
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SNR

Figure 5: Mean Squared Error of test sets predictions in synthetic held-out
datasets in MAR scenarios. Stratification by SNR and by the fraction f of data-
points with complete views is shown. A value of f = 0.25 is enough to reduce
the prediction error on testing data-points at the level of the ideal case ( f = 1).

1. structural Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) to measure
anatomical volumes in the brain;

2. Positron Emission Tomography (PET) with Fluo-
rodeoxyglucose (FDG) tracer, to measure the glucose
uptake, which reflects the functional status of the brain;

3. PET with the AV45 tracer, to measure the amyloid deposits
in the brain;

4. PET with the AV1451 tracer, to measure the tau protein
aggregates in the brain.

We divided the ADNI dataset into two complementary
datasets: ‘Adni1’, composed by subjects recruited in the ini-
tial ADNI1 study (2004-2009), and ‘Adni2’ composed by those
subjects subsequently recruited in ADNI-GO, ADNI2, and
ADNI3 (2010-ongoing). Data modalities and acquisition pro-
tocols of ‘Adni1’ present differences from those of ‘Adni2’.
Specifically, in ‘Adni1’ and ‘Adni2’ the MRI imaging was per-
formed respectively on 1.5T and 3T scanners. The two cohorts
differs also for the presence of PET imaging data. Therefore we
consider these two cohorts as separated datasets.

To summarize, we grouped our data into five distinct datasets
which we named as follows: ‘Adni1’, ‘Adni2’, ‘Miriad’, ‘Oa-
sis3’, ‘Geneva’.

3.3.2. Imaging Processing
The brain scans were processed in order to have measure-

ments on regions defined in the Desikan-Killiany atlas (De-
sikan et al., 2006). Brain MRI scans were processed with
FreeSurfer 11 (Reuter et al., 2012) to measure brain cortical and
sub-cortical volumes, and volumes occupied by the cerebro-
spinal fluid (CSF), for a total of 99 regions of interest. Relative
standardized uptake values (SUVR) were computed for the PET
scans (FDG, AV45, AV1451), processed with SPM (Ashburner

11surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu

Table 3: Number of subjects per view available in each dataset. The last
columns provide the size of the intersection (∩) and union (∪) of subjects with
available views. Notice how in the jont set no subject has all the modalities.

View (# features): clin (2) MRI (99) FDG (94) AV45 (94) AV1451 (94) ∩ ∪

Dataset
Adni1 740 730 - - - 730 740
Adni2 1324 710 424 417 61 53 1324
Miriad 67 67 - - - 67 67
Oasis3 529 489 - 148 - 147 529
Geneva 999 - 65 120 54 15 999

Tot. subjects 3659 1996 489 685 115 0 3659

Tot. datasets 5 4 2 3 2

and Friston, 2000). SUVRs were computed using the cerebel-
lum as reference region, and averaged in the same regions used
for the MRI, except those containing the CSF, for a total of 94
regions of interest.

3.3.3. Gathering Observations into Views
Observations from the five available datasets (§ 3.3.1) were

grouped into the following views.

1. clin: grouping age and the Mini-Mental cognitive score
(MMSE).

2. MRI: grouping brain volumes computed with FreeSurfer.
3. FDG: average brain glucose uptake measured through the

analysis of FDG-PET scans.
4. AV45: average brain amyloid deposits measured through

the analysis of AV45-PET scans.
5. AV1451: average brain tau protein aggregates measured

through the analysis of AV1451-PET scans.

For each subject belonging to the ‘Adni1’, ‘Adni2’, ’Miriad’
and ‘Geneva’ datasets, we choose the first available time-point,
or baseline. In ‘oasis3’, since measurements were mostly ac-
quired in different days, we choose to pair nearby time points
across modalities into a single one. Time interval between
views within one subject was minimal (AV45 vs MRI: ≤ 90
days, MRI vs clin: ≤ 90 days).

In Tab. 3 we show the number of observations stratified by
dataset and view. Size of the intersection (∩) and union (∪) of
subjects with available views is also provided. Please note that
the only view in common across datasets is the clinical one,
composed by MMSE and age features only.

We adjusted all the views feature-wise with ComBat (John-
son et al., 2007), a normalization method originally develop in
genomics, which was adopted in neuroimaging studies to re-
duce unwanted sources of variation in the data due to the dif-
ferences in acquisition protocols among datasets (Fortin et al.,
2017, 2018; Orlhac et al., 2020). In ComBat, we set the vari-
able ‘age’ as main regressor, and ‘Adni2’ as reference dataset
for the training set. The ComBat reference dataset for testing
was the whole training split.

A final feature-wise standardization step was applied by zero
centering the data and by rescaling them to have a unity vari-
ance. Standardization parameters were computed on the train-
ing sets and applied to training and testing sets.
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Table 4: Mean Squared Error (MSE) of test data from Adni2. All models were
trained on all the available datasets by holding-out data from the Adni2 test
dataset. 5-folds cross validation of MSE is shown as mean (standard deviation).
Best results in boldface are significant with an α level of 0.01 with respect to
both competing methods.

View model
DAE KNN5 ours

clin 0.73 (0.14) 0.44 (0.05) 0.45 (0.07)
MRI 1.23 (0.31) 0.88 (0.15) 0.70 (0.13)
FDG 4.20 (0.56) 4.15 (0.59) 1.09 (0.15)
AV45 1.45 (0.35) 1.20 (0.25) 0.89 (0.15)
AV1451 1.54 (0.82) 1.44 (0.83) 1.05 (0.45)

3.3.4. Experiment 1: Benchmark Validation
The purpose of this experiment is to validate on real data the

benchmarked results obtained with the synthetic experiments
(§ 3.2).

As benchmark methods, we choose the best performers on
the synthetic experiments, namely KNN5 and DAE. We choose
for our MT-MCVAE model a linear Gaussian parameterization
for the likelihood and sparse variational distributions of Eq. (7)
and Eq. (8) respectively, the latter with a latent dimension of 32.
We trained it for 20000 epochs which ensured convergence, af-
ter setting up the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001.
In testing, we set up a dropout threshold for the latent space of
0.5.

We trained all the models (KNN5, DAE, ours) with data com-
ing from all the datasets except from ‘Adni2’, left out for testing
purposes. We choose the ‘Adni2’ dataset as testing dataset since
it provides all the views, and the highest number of observations
per view (Tab. 3).

Prediction performances were evaluated with the Mean
Squared Error (MSE) metric, measured on the available views
in the testing dataset, reconstructed with Eq. (5). All results
were validated by means of 5-folds cross-validation.

Results. In Tab. 4, we show the MSE metric on predicting
missing views in the testing dataset with our model and with
the benckmark ones. Best results are in boldface, which show a
clear advantage of using our model and confirm our findings in
the synthetic experiments.

3.3.5. Experiment 2: Feature Prediction
The purpose of this experiment is to compare, in features pre-

diction experiments, the generalization performance the MC-
VAE model with respect to our new Multi Task extension (MT-
MCVE). This experiment was run in three different conditions:

1. Single Task with Internal Benchmark (STIB): when train-
ing and testing data are chosen from the same dataset;

2. Single Task with External Benchmark (STEB): when mod-
els trained on one dataset are tested on another one;

3. Multi Task Learning (MTL): when models are trained on
all the available datasets except the testing one.

In STIB and STEB experiments, both MCVAE and MT-
MCVAE models are trained on the same views, but while in

MCVAE we need to discard observations with missing views
from the training set, with MT-MCVAE we can include them
by grouping together observations with common views into ho-
mogeneous tasks. In MTL experiments, MCVAE models can-
not be trained because no observation has simultaneously all
the views.

We choose for both MCVAE and MT-MCVAE a linear Gaus-
sian parameterization for the likelihood and variational distri-
butions as in Eq. (7) and Eq. (8) respectively. Models were
trained on all the available views in the training dataset. We
trained them for 20000 epochs which ensured convergence, af-
ter setting up the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 0.001.
Prediction performances were evaluated with the Mean Squared
Error (MSE) metric, measured on the available views in the test-
ing dataset, reconstructed with Eq. (5).

Non-linear experiments were also made on the MTL sce-
narios with our MT-MCVAE model, where the encoding and
decoding distributions were parametrized with neural networks
with up to 4 layers and LeakyReLU activation functions. In this
case we choose hidden dimension as the mean value between
the input features and latent dimension (32 features), rounded
towards the nearest integer (e.g., for the MRI views and a depth
of 3 layers we used a symmetric encoding-decoding architec-
ture with dimensions: 99− 66− 66− 32− 66− 66− 99). Train-
ing for 20000 epochs with Adam and a learning rate of 0.001
ensured convergence.

All results were validated by means of 5-folds cross-
validation.

Results. In Tab. 5 and Tab. 6 we show the prediction error in
terms of MSE for each test dataset and view, on the three ex-
perimental conditions described earlier.

In STIB and STEB cases (Tab. 5), the MT-MCVAE model
performs either similarly or statistically better than the MC-
VAE, especially in cases where the difference between the
union and intersection set of observations is higher (cfr. Tab. 3).

In the MTL scenario (Tab. 6) there are 12 cases that could
be fitted with MT-MCVAE only. We measure an overall better
performance of MTL with respect to STIB (7/12 of cases) and
with respect to STEB (10/12 of cases).

In Tab. 7, the results on a non linear application of our
method in MTL cases show that no improvement is gained
when changing the architecture depth (anova test, alpha level
0.05).

3.3.6. Experiment 3: Diagnosis Prediction
The purpose of this experiment is to compare, in diagnosis

prediction experiments, the generalization performance of the
MCVAE model with respect to the MT-MCVAE, in the three
experimental conditions described earlier: STIB, STEB, and
MTL. Diagnostic classes are: Alzheimer’s disease (AD), mild
cognitive impairment (MCI), normal cognition (NC).

For both MCVAE and MT-MCVAE we choose a linear Gaus-
sian parameterization for the variational distributions as in
Eq. (8). To adapt the models to this new classification exper-
iment, we adopt as decoding function for the latent variable z,
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Table 5: Mean Squared Reconstruction Error (the lower the better) measured on test dataset views (clinical scores and imaging derived phenotypes) predicted with
the Multi-Channel VAE (MCVAE) and the Multi Task MCVAE (MT-MCVAE). 5-folds cross-validation results shown as average (standard deviation). Models were
trained on all the available views in the training dataset, independently of their presence in the testing dataset. Experiments were run in two different conditions:
1) when training and testing data are chosen from the same dataset, or Single Task with Internal Benchmark (STIB) learning case; 2) when models trained on one
dataset are tested on another dataset, or Single Task with External Benchmark (STEB) case; In all cases the MT-MCVAE performs either similarly or statistically
better than the MCVAE, with alpha levels at 0.05 (*), 0.01 (**), and 0.001 (***).

view clin MRI FDG AV45 AV1451
model MCVAE MT-MCVAE MCVAE MT-MCVAE MCVAE MT-MCVAE MCVAE MT-MCVAE MCVAE MT-MCVAE

test dataset condition train dataset

Adni1 STIB Adni1 0.90 (0.12) 0.89 (0.13) 0.85 (0.11) 0.83 (0.12)∗ - - - - - -

STEB Adni2 0.91 (0.17) 0.77 (0.13)∗ 1.02 (0.23) 0.85 (0.11)∗∗∗ - - - - - -
Miriad 0.96 (0.17) 1.14 (0.27) 0.80 (0.14) 0.82 (0.13)∗ - - - - - -
Geneva - - - - - - - - - -
Oasis3 0.83 (0.30) 0.54 (0.10)∗ 0.80 (0.15) 0.76 (0.11)∗ - - - - - -

Adni2 STIB Adni2 0.83 (0.11) 0.73 (0.15) 0.74 (0.13) 0.70 (0.11)∗∗ 0.73 (0.14) 0.59 (0.10)∗∗∗ 1.03 (0.19) 0.80 (0.10)∗∗∗ 1.33 (0.59) 1.18 (0.52)∗

STEB Adni1 0.77 (0.18) 0.80 (0.14) 0.74 (0.11) 0.75 (0.12) - - - - - -
Miriad 0.73 (0.20) 0.71 (0.18) 0.78 (0.13) 0.77 (0.13) - - - - - -
Geneva 0.47 (0.06) 0.48 (0.09) - - 1.40 (0.21) 1.09 (0.15)∗∗∗ 1.10 (0.21) 0.91 (0.15)∗∗ 1.34 (0.52) 1.05 (0.45)∗∗∗

Oasis3 0.76 (0.23) 0.61 (0.13) 0.68 (0.12) 0.68 (0.11) - - 1.32 (0.29) 1.13 (0.26)∗∗∗ - -

Gneva STIB Geneva 0.79 (0.34) 0.98 (0.52) - - 3.63 (1.35) 3.18 (1.04)∗ 1.82 (0.57) 1.76 (0.47)∗ 1.27 (0.82) 1.19 (0.67)∗

STEB Adni1 - - - - - - - - - -
Adni2 2.57 (1.09) 2.07 (1.05) - - 3.01 (1.05) 2.69 (0.77)∗ 1.92 (0.90) 1.41 (0.39) 1.81 (0.81) 1.42 (0.66)∗∗∗

Miriad - - - - - - - - - -
Oasis3 1.93 (0.66) 2.28 (0.89) - - - - 1.70 (0.51) 1.63 (0.55)∗ - -

Miriad STIB Miriad 3.21 (1.07) 3.23 (2.55) 6.39 (1.57) 6.38 (1.52) - - - - - -

STEB Adni1 6.90 (3.33) 6.49 (3.42) 6.60 (1.61) 6.73 (1.55) - - - - - -
Adni2 5.60 (2.76) 3.97 (3.14) 5.93 (1.90) 6.59 (1.64) - - - - - -
Geneva - - - - - - - - - -
Oasis3 6.80 (6.52) 6.24 (4.62) 6.29 (1.68) 6.23 (1.40) - - - - - -

Oasis3 STIB Oasis3 0.83 (0.33) 0.68 (0.28) 0.68 (0.13) 0.66 (0.12)∗ - - 1.58 (0.63) 1.22 (0.26)∗∗∗ - -

STEB Adni1 1.20 (0.25) 1.23 (0.28) 0.78 (0.14) 0.79 (0.14) - - - - - -
Adni2 1.11 (0.33) 1.09 (0.24) 0.89 (0.18) 0.76 (0.15)∗∗∗ - - 0.94 (0.22) 1.02 (0.26)∗ - -
Miriad 0.98 (0.21) 1.02 (0.20) 0.83 (0.18) 0.83 (0.18) - - - - - -
Geneva 0.55 (0.28) 0.49 (0.26) - - - - 1.23 (0.61) 1.11 (0.26)∗ - -

Table 6: Mean Squared Reconstruction Error (the lower the better) measured on
test dataset views (clinical scores and imaging derived phenotypes) predicted
with our model. 5-folds cross-validation results shown as as average (stan-
dard deviation). Models were trained on all the available views in the training
dataset, independently of their presence in the testing dataset. Experiments
were run in three different conditions: 1) when training and testing data are
chosen from the same dataset, or Single Task with Internal Benchmark (STIB)
learning case; 2) when models trained on one dataset are tested on another
dataset, or Single Task with External Benchmark (STEB) case; 3) when models
are trained on all the available datasets except the testing one, or Multi Task
Learning (MTL). We measure a better performance in the MTL condition with
respect to the STIB (§) in 7/12 of cases, and in 10/12 of cases with respect to
the average STEB (†) experiments.

view clin MRI AV45

test dataset condition

Adni1 STIB 0.89 (0.13) 0.83 (0.12) -
STEB (avg) 0.82 (0.17) 0.81 (0.12) -
MTL 0.45 (0.07)§† 0.77 (0.10)§† -

Adni2 STIB 0.73 (0.15) 0.70 (0.11) 0.80 (0.10)
STEB (avg) 0.65 (0.14) 0.73 (0.12) 1.02 (0.21)
MTL 0.45 (0.07)§† 0.70 (0.13)† 0.89 (0.15)†

Geneva STIB 0.98 (0.52) - 1.76 (0.47)
STEB (avg) 2.18 (0.97) - 1.52 (0.47)
MTL 1.80 (1.16)† - 1.35 (0.37)§†

Miriad STIB 3.23 (2.55) 6.38 (1.52) -
STEB (avg) 5.57 (3.73) 6.52 (1.53) -
MTL 2.31 (1.65)§† 6.17 (1.37)§† -

Oasis3 STIB 0.68 (0.28) 0.66 (0.12) 1.22 (0.26)
STEB (avg) 0.96 (0.25) 0.79 (0.16) 1.07 (0.26)
MTL 0.72 (0.09)† 0.81 (0.15) 1.09 (0.30)§

Table 7: Mean Squared Reconstruction Error (mean (st.dev.), the lower the bet-
ter) measured on clinical scores and imaging derived phenotypes predicted with
our MT-MCVAE model in MTL experiments. Results stratified by the number
of layers in the encoder-decoder architecture. We measure no significant differ-
ences among architectures (anova statistical test at an alpha level of 0.05). Best
overall results in boldface.

#layers 1 2 3 4

clin 0.97 (0.49) 1.05 (0.65) 1.04 (0.60) 1.02 (0.50)
MRI 2.09 (0.92) 2.14 (0.69) 2.13 (0.68) 2.13 (0.68)
AV45 1.09 (0.29) 1.16 (0.25) 1.15 (0.26) 1.15 (0.25)

Table 8: Number of subjects stratified by dataset and diagnosis: Alzheimer’s
Disease (AD); Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI); Normal Cognition (NC).

AD MCI NC other total

Adni1 403 172 165 - 740
Adni2 328 455 541 - 1324
Geneva 147 405 - 447 999
Miriad 44 - 23 - 67
Oasis3 149 - 380 - 529
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Table 9: Experiment of diagnosis classification run with the Multi-Channel VAE (MCVAE) and the Multi Task MCVAE (MT-MCVAE). 5-folds classification
accuracy in % is shown as mean (standard deviation). Since there are no MCI in miriad and oasis3 datasets, the classification tests ‘AD vs MCI’ and ‘MCI vs
NC’ are meaningless and not reported. Since there are no NC in the geneva dataset, the classification tests ‘AD vs NC’ and ‘MCI vs NC’ are meaningless and
not reported. Experiments were run in two different conditions: 1) when training and testing data are chosen from the same dataset, or Single Task with Internal
Benchmark (STIB) learning case; 2) when models trained on one dataset are tested on another dataset, or Single Task with External Benchmark (STEB) case. In all
cases the MT-MCVAE model performs either similarly or statistically better than the MCVAE, with alpha levels at 0.05 (*), 0.01 (**), and 0.001 (***).

classification task AD vs MCI AD vs NC MCI vs NC
model MCVAE MT-MCVAE MCVAE MT-MCVAE MCVAE MT-MCVAE

test dataset condition train dataset

Adni1 STIB Adni1 72.70 (3.72) 72.87 (4.37) 81.69 (2.97) 81.51 (3.14) 62.00 (8.91) 62.90 (8.72)

STEB Adni2 47.48 (3.56) 58.96 (3.55)∗∗∗ 68.50 (4.86) 73.77 (2.80)∗ 53.12 (6.42) 59.65 (2.76)∗

Miriad - - 82.58 (4.75) 80.82 (3.16) - -
Oasis3 - - 48.57 (6.48) 62.31 (6.43)∗∗ - -
Geneva 36.52 (5.29) 46.61 (8.03)∗ - - - -

Adni2 STIB Adni2 50.58 (3.90) 80.07 (2.53)∗∗∗ 82.86 (3.28) 87.92 (3.46)∗ 58.63 (4.27) 65.56 (1.11)∗∗

STEB Adni1 57.59 (2.61) 58.23 (2.87) 64.21 (3.36) 64.21 (3.52) 63.05 (2.00) 62.75 (1.80)
Miriad - - 70.32 (7.29) 70.20 (7.17) - -
Oasis3 - - 68.24 (2.97) 75.72 (1.90)∗∗ - -
Geneva 64.49 (2.98) 63.98 (3.30) - - - -

Geneva STIB Geneva 65.76 (3.62) 77.70 (8.12)∗ - - - -

STEB Adni1 29.17 (5.87) 30.08 (5.49) - - - -
Adni2 38.61 (15.08) 70.11 (2.90)∗∗ - - - -

Miriad STIB Miriad - - 83.85 (13.84) 86.70 (15.68) - -

STEB Adni1 - - 74.18 (14.37) 74.18 (14.37) - -
Adni2 - - 74.95 (11.58) 78.90 (11.54)∗ - -
Oasis3 - - 45.71 (18.08) 66.04 (19.35) - -

Oasis3 STIB Oasis3 - - 74.47 (2.49) 80.35 (3.59)∗ - -

STEB Adni1 - - 49.16 (6.34) 48.22 (5.78) - -
Adni2 - - 67.86 (3.80) 75.42 (4.68)∗ - -
Miriad - - 64.48 (8.65) 62.02 (9.74) - -
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Table 10: Experiment of diagnosis classification run with our model. 5-folds
classification accuracy in % is shown as mean (standard deviation). Exper-
iments were run in three different conditions: 1) when training and testing
data are chosen from the same dataset, or Single Task with Internal Bench-
mark (STIB) learning case; 2) when models trained on one dataset are tested
on another dataset, or Single Task with External Benchmark (STEB) case; 3)
when models are trained on all the available datasets except the testing one, or
Multi Task Learning (MTL). In all cases we measure a better performance in
the MTL condition with respect to the average STEB one (†).

classification task AD vs MCI AD vs NC

test dataset condition

Adni1 STIB 72.87 (4.37) 81.51 (3.14)
STEB (avg) 52.79 (5.79) 72.30 (4.13)
MTL 59.30 (2.08)† 81.86 (3.26)†

Adni2 STIB 80.07 (2.53) 87.92 (3.46)
STEB (avg) 61.11 (3.09) 70.04 (4.20)
MTL 67.82 (1.91)† 85.16 (2.13)†

Geneva STIB 77.70 (8.12) -
STEB (avg) 50.10 (4.20) -
MTL 52.54 (4.82)† -

Miriad STIB - 86.70 (15.68)
STEB (avg) - 73.04 (15.09)
MTL - 98.46 (3.44)†

Oasis3 STIB - 80.35 (3.59)
STEB (avg) - 61.89 (6.73)
MTL - 77.70 (4.22)†

the following Categorical likelihood:

p
(
yd,n|z, θ

)
= Cat (π = θz) , (10)

where yd,n is the diagnosis associated to the data-point n in the
dataset d. The probability vector π is a two dimensional vector
representing the class probability for each of the three binary
comparisons across the three diagnostic classes, namely AD vs
MCI, AD vs NC, MCI vs NC ,and is parametrized with a linear
transformation of the latent z by the matrix θ.

Non-linear experiments were also made on the MTL scenar-
ios with our MT-MCVAE model, benchmarked against the Em-
braceNet method (Choi and Lee, 2019), where the encoding
distributions were parametrized with neural networks with up
to 4 layers and LeakyReLU activation functions. Training for
20000 epochs with the Adam optimizer and a learning rate of
0.001 ensured convergence.

Models were trained on all the available views in the training
dataset, independently of their presence in the testing dataset.
Classes probabilities were inferred from the all the available
views in the testing dataset with the following equation:

ŷd,n =
1

Vd,n

Vd,n∑
w=1

Eqd,n,w(z)
[
p
(
yd,n|z, θ

)]
. (11)

We attributed to each subject the diagnostic class with the high-
est inferred probability.

The performance on test datasets was evaluated by measuring
the classification accuracy (%). All results were validated by
means of 5-folds cross-validation.

Results. In Tab. 9 we show the classification accuracy of MC-
VAE and MT-MCVAE. In STIB and STEB cases, the MT-
MCVAE model performs either similarly or statistically bet-
ter than the MCVAE. There are 7 cases in the MTL condition
(Tab. 10) that could be fitted with the MT-MCVAE model only.
In all of them we measure a better performance with respect to
the best STEB cases.

In Tab. 11, the results on a non linear application of our
method in MTL cases show that no improvement is gained
when changing the architecture depth (anova test, alpha level
0.05) for both the EmbraceNet and MT-MCVAE models. No
significant differences (t-test, alpha level 0.05) are detectable
between the EmbraceNet and MT-MCVAE models for any
given architecture depth level. This result show that on the clas-
sification task the MT-MCVAE is equivalent to advanced MTL
approaches from the state of the art.

4. Discussion

In both the experiments on synthetic and real data, our model
compared favorably with respect to state of the art benchmark
methods.

An interesting result is the one presented in Fig. 5, suggesting
that collecting a minimum amount of data-points with complete
views is enough for our model to capture the joint relationship
among views. The empirical bound on this minimum level of
data-points with all available views amounts to 25%. In fact,
in our synthetic tests, training on scenarios with completeness
level above this bound does not seem to improve significantly
the testing results. This condition may be explained by the high
collinearity between features due to the linear mappings used to
generate the multi-view data. The same bound may be noticed
also in our showcase experiment (§ 3.1) where we jointly mod-
eled MRI and FDG-PET brain images. This results suggest that
our model can reach its highest prediction power also when data
collection resources are scarce, such as in studies were the ac-
quisition of complete observations is hampered by economical
reasons or subject dropout.

As a secondary result, we report the positive performance of
knn (k = 5) in synthetic scenarios, especially in low snr cases,
and on real data experiment, were it is most of the time superior
to the DAE. This finding is corroborated by Platias and Petasis
(2020) were knn is found to be superior to methods based on
autoencoders.

The experimental results on real medical imaging datasets
(Tab. 5, Tab. 9) show on the horizontal axes the clear improve-
ment of our MT-MCVAE method with respect to the MCVAE,
that inspired our work, given the very same training and test-
ing conditions for both of models. The features and diagnosis
prediction clearly improves when using our method, that allows
to not discard observations with missing views in the training
phase. On the same tables, when read on the vertical axes, we
note that models trained and tested on the same single dataset
(STIB cases) tend to be more accurate than those trained on
multiple other datasets (STEB cases). This is an expected result
pointing to the issue of “domain shift”, i.e. when observations
coming from different datasets are not identically distributed,
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Table 11: Diagnosis classification with our model and the EmbraceNet (EN, Choi and Lee (2019)). Accuracy in % as mean (st.dev.) over 5-folds. Results are
stratified by the classification task and by the number of layers in the encoder-decoder architecture. We measure no significant difference among architectures depth
(anova test, alpha level 0.05) and between models (t-test, alpha level 0.05).

#layers: 1 2 3 4
model: ours EN ours EN ours EN ours EN

classification task condition

AD vs NC MTL (avg) 85.79 (3.26) 85.34 (2.30) 79.04 (5.56) 77.68 (4.86) 79.78 (5.92) 78.60 (5.34) 82.47 (4.11) 77.12 (7.22)
AD vs MCI MTL (avg) 59.89 (2.94) 61.02 (3.47) 56.93 (5.02) 61.38 (3.21) 56.55 (5.33) 62.07 (3.59) 57.49 (6.03) 61.29 (5.04)

leading to generally high “within task” accuracy, and low gen-
eralization ability in the “between task” setting. We want to
emphasize that we mitigated this problem with a data harmo-
nization step based on ComBat (Johnson et al., 2007), one of
the state-of-the-art normalization method in biomedical appli-
cations (Fortin et al., 2017, 2018; Orlhac et al., 2020). For this
reason, we believe that the domain shift has a marginal impact
for the application proposed in our study, and that those differ-
ences on the vertical axes are most likely due to the large variety
of number of observations, available views, and differences in
stratification by diseases in the datasets (cf. Tab. 3, Tab. 8).

In feature prediction experiments (Tab. 6) we showed that
MT-MCVAE models trained jointly on multiple neuroimaging
datasets (ADNI, MIRIAD, OASIS-3, Geneva cohort) perform
generally better than the ones trained on a single dataset. We
suspect that there are two reasons explaining these results. The
first is that modeling simultaneously multiple datasets with our
method brings more variability and information at play, making
the generalization to unseen data less prone to prediction errors.
The second reason maybe that every decoder, associated to its
specific view, acts, through the shared latent space, as a regu-
larizer for all the other decoders.

In experiments where we seek to classify subjects to predict
their cognitive status (Tab. 10), the MT-MCVAE generalizes
better to new unseen datasets when trained jointly on multiple
datasets (MTL cases) with respect to cases where the training
happens on a single dataset. We notice that the best results hap-
pen in cases where testing data and training data come from the
same dataset (ST cases), that is when the testing dataset is not
anymore unseen to our model. This is a different result than
the analogous one in the feature prediction experiments, and
we argue that the reason may be due to the lack of the regu-
larization mechanism induced by having concurring decoders.
Indeed, the MT-MCVAE classifier is composed by a single de-
coder only, which can become highly specialized in decoding
testing data coming from the same dataset of the training data.

In our non linear experiments we did not capture any im-
provement by using deep architectures with respect to simple
linear mappings, in both feature prediction (Tab. 7) and clas-
sification tasks (Tab. 11) on real neuroimaging datasets. These
results are in line with our previous work (Antelmi et al., 2019),
were we benchmarked other auto-encoding based methods on
observations coming from the ADNI dataset. We suspect that
this result is due to the general high heterogeneity and rela-
tively small sample size of typical neuroimaging data. Our re-
sults on the classification task in multi-view and multi-dataset

problem also showed that our approach is equivalent to the Em-
braceNet (Choi and Lee, 2019) recently proposed in the liter-
ature (§ 3.3.6). While this finding indicates the ability of MT-
MCVAE to provide results compatible with the state of the art
in MTL classification problems, we note that the architecture
of our framework enables a much larger set of applications than
the one tackled by the EmbraceNet, such as cross-modality re-
construction and cross-dataset dimensionality reduction.

In our work we have thoroughly investigated architectures
with a one-to-one correspondence between encoding and de-
coding views. This makes our model part of the family of the
auto-encoders, where the model acts as identity transformation
between the input and the output. Other architectures are nev-
ertheless possible, such as the classifier described in § 3.3.6
In general, there may be an m-to-n relationship, with partially
overlapping views among m input views and n output views.
Investigating the properties of all the possible architectures is
beyond the scope of this work.

As final remark, we want to stress that our model is based
on the assumption of independent and identical distributed ob-
servations. This assumption may be limiting in healthcare
datasets, such as the ones used in this work. In our work we
mitigated these biases by harmonizing the datasets before ap-
plying our model, and we leave the extension and development
of a bias-transparent multi-view models to future works.

5. Conclusions

We proposed a new multi-task latent variable generative
model able to learn simultaneously from multiple datasets,
even in the presence of non-overlapping views among all the
datasets. The available overlap between pairs of datasets allows
the information to flow through all the views in the dataset pool.
Since the learned view-specific parameters are shared among
datasets, missing views can be automatically imputed for every
dataset. The method proposed in this work is a coherent ex-
tension of classical variational generative models, making the
training fast and scalable. Being dataset agnostic, our method
allows to integrate all the available data into a joint model, gath-
ering all the available information from multiple datasets at the
same time. We conducted extensive tests for the joint modeling
of synthetically generated data and of multi-modal neuroimag-
ing datasets from independent dementia studies and associated
clinical data, showing the competitiveness of our method with
respect to the state of the art. Thanks to its general formu-
lation, the proposed method can find applications beyond the
neuroimaging research field.
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Supplementary Material

S1. Derivation of the Lower Bound

The exact solution to the inference problem induced by
Eq. (1) is given by the posterior p

(
z|

{
xd,n,v, θv

}Vd,n

v=1

)
, that is not

generally computable analytically. Following Antelmi et al.
(2019), we can nevertheless look for its approximation q (z)
through Variational Inference (Blei et al., 2017). By introduc-
ing the latent variational approximation q (z), we can derive the
lower bound on the marginal log-likelihood for a single data-
point as follows:

ln p
(
xd,n,v|θv

)
= ln

∫
p
(
xd,n,v|z, θv

)
p (z) dz

= ln
∫

q (z)
q (z)

p
(
xd,n,v|z, θv

)
p (z) dz

= lnEq(z)

[
p
(
xd,n,v|z, θv

)
p (z)

q (z)

]
≥ Eq(z)

[
ln p

(
xd,n,v|z, θv

)]
−DKL (q (z) ||p (z)) .

(S1)
To derive the last line of Eq. (S1) we leverage on the Jensen’s
inequality and collect the result into a new expectation term and
in the Kullback-Leibler divergence term (DKL).

We define the distribution function q (z) to depend on a spe-
cific dataset d, data-point n, and view w, such that:

q (z) = qd,n,w(z) = q
(
z|xd,n,w,φw

)
, (S2)

where φw represents the view-specific variational parameters
shared among all datasets. To force a link among views, we
impose the inequality Eq. (S1) to hold for any w in 1 . . .Vd,n.
To do so, we average the right hand side of Eq. (S1) across the
Vd,n views and rewrite Eq. (S1) as follows:

ln p
(
xd,n,v|θv

)
≥ L

(xd,n)
v =

1
Vd,n

Vd,n∑
w=1

L
(xd,n)
w→v , (S3)

where

L
(xd,n)
w→v = Eqd,n,w(z)

[
ln p

(
xd,n,v|z, θv

)]
−DKL

(
qd,n,w(z)||p (z)

)
(S4)

is the lower bound associated to the data-point xd,n when its
view v is predicted from its view w.

S2. Data Generation

Data points with V views xd,n =
{
xd,n,v

}V
v=1 with xd,n,v ∈ R fv

where created from a common latent code zd,n ∈ Rl with l latent
dimensions according to the following model:

zd,n ∼ N (0; Il) ,

εv ∼ N
(
0; I fv

)
,

Gv = diag
(
RvRT

v

)−1/2
Rv,

xd,n,v = Gvzd,n + SNR−1/2 ·εv,

(S5)
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where for every view v, Rv ∈ R fv×l is a random matrix with l
orthonormal columns (i.e., RT

v Rv = Il), Gv is the linear gen-
erative law, and SNR is the signal-to-noise ratio. With this
choice, the diagonal elements of the covariance matrix of xd,n,v

are inversely proportional to SNR, i.e., diag
(
E

[
xd,n,vxT

d,n,v

])
=

(1 + SNR−1)I fv . This generative Scenarios where generated by
varying one-at-a-time the dataset attributes, as listed in Tab. S1.

Table S1: Dataset attributes, varied one-at-a-time in the prescribed ranges, and
used to generate scenarios according to Eq. (S5).

Attribute description Iteration list

Total views (V) 3 4 5
Features per view ( fv) 5 10 100
Latent space dimension (l) 2 4 8
Training Samples 100 500 1000
Testing Samples 1000
Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) 1 3 10 100
Seed (re-initialize Rv) 1 2 3 4 5
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